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INSTRUCTION 

•This assessment comprises of two 
sections, objective and theory . 
Pupils are advised to adhere to the 
instructions that follow. 



OBJECTIVES 
• From the options a-d, choose the one 

that best completes the sentences 
below 
 
 



1.I don’t have any bread but I have----------- sugar 
for you. (a) few (b) many (c ) some (d) much 

2.Each of the children ------ a ruler. (a) have (b) are 
(c ) is (d) has 

3.You  won’t leave now,---------- (a) are you? (b) 
shall you?          ( c ) won’t you? (d) would you? 



4.The three stubborn ---------- ate the fish. (a) mouses 
(b) mices (c ) mouse (d ) mice 
5.We should apologize ----- our rude behavior. (a) with 
(b) for  (c ) by (d) on 
6.’ That she left is no surprise,’ said the matron. This is 
example of ------------ (a) direct speech (b) indirect 
speech  
(c ) speech (d) direct and indirect speech 



7.In an argumentative essay ,writers’ seek to ------- 
the reader. (a) educate (b) describe ( c) persuade (d ) 
inform. 
8. The synonym of tended is -------- (a) took after (b) 
sorted after (c) looked after (d) abandoned 
9.--------- of the houses is your own? (a) who (b) 
which (c ) whose (d) that 

 



10 .The work is hard ---------we must do our best.(a) since (b) as ( c) 
because (d) but 

11.One of the following is the function of a noun phrase (a ) 
describe a verb (b) subject of the sentence ( c) describe an adjective 
(d) name an adverb 

12.Neither the boys nor their father --------- guilty. (a) were (b) are (c 
) was (d) am 

 



13. ------------------- is an example of expository essay. (a) 
story books (b) note book ( c) books  (d ) textbooks 
14. A good description of the item and its fault is  
typical in  letter of --------------  (a) acceptance  (b) 
condolence ( c) employment (d ) complaint 
15. Only a little milk ------- left. (a )are (b) is (c ) were (d) 
will 
16.If it  had  rained, I -------- gotten wet. (a) had (b) have 
( c) has (d) would  have 



17. No one ------- taking the school bus. ( a) are (b) is (c) were ( d) will

18.---------- is an example of a subordinate clause. (a ) he visits Jos (b) 
and  he likes the climate (c ) because he is  (d) because he likes the 
climate 

19.Betty accepted ----- she was wrong. (a) that (b) is  ( c ) which (d) 
who 

 20.Put the key where you can find it . The undelined is  ----------- (a) 
noun clause (b ) adjectival clause ( c ) an adverbial clause 

(d) clause. 



19.Betty accepted ----- she was wrong. (a) that (b) is   
( c ) which (d) who 
 20.Put the key where you can find it . The 
underlined is  -------- (a) noun clause (b ) adjectival 
clause           ( c ) an adverbial clause (d) clause 
 



                           THEORY  
YOU ARE EXPECTED TO ATTEMPT ONLY TWO 
QUESTIONS. NUMBER TWO IS COMPULSORY 

1a.Explain active and passive voice 
1bState three purpose of using passive voice 
 2. Write on the topic, Honesty 
3.Explain noun clause and provide four examples of 
noun clause 




